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All men are created equal. Mankind must focus on
peace among themselves on earth. Humble
themselves in a way to treat each other with honor,
dignity, respect and forgiveness. Pride is all
belonging to God, God says, “pride is my dress and
I do not allow anyone of you to share pride with me.”
So, there is no diff erence between any race, color or
religion in front of God. Human beings must unify
themselves in one confederate to protect the good.
Together we can recover and gain those who stray
from God’s confederate. We should see all human
beings as one family, one nati on under God to be a
winner of the covenant of God and pray we all return
to the promised paradise.
*Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a
bibliography for further reading "From the study of
this history we may also learn how a good
government is to be established; for while all the
emperors who succeeded to the throne by birth,
except Titus, were bad, all were good who
succeeded by adoption, as in the case of the five
from Nerva to Marcus. But as soon as the empire fell
once more to the heirs by birth, its ruin
recommenced...Titus, Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian,
Antoninus, and Marcus had no need of praetorian
cohorts, or of countless legions to guard them, but
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were defended by their own good lives, the good-will
of their subjects, and the attachment of the senate." Niccolo Machiavelli "If a man were called upon to fix
that period in the history of the world during which
the condition of the human race was most happy and
prosperous he would, without hesitation, name that
which elapsed from the deaths of Domitian to the
accession of Commodus." - Edward Gibbon "The
Five Good Emperors," a reference to the five
emperors who ruled the Roman Empire between 96
and 180 CE (Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus
Pius, and Marcus Aurelius), was a term first coined
by Machiavelli and later adopted and popularized by
historian Edward Gibbon, who said that under these
men, the Roman Empire "was governed by absolute
power under the guidance of wisdom and virtue."
This period of 84 years is generally regarded as the
high point of the Roman Empire, at least after
Augustus, but what is uncertain and a matter of
ongoing debate is whether the five emperors were
personally responsible for the situation and the
accompanying prosperity enjoyed throughout the
empire at the time or if they were simply the
beneficiaries of the Pax Romana, inaugurated by
Augustus in the early part of the 1st century CE. In
other words, historians have wondered whether
anyone in power during those years would have
enjoyed the same rewards. The description of these
rulers as "good" is also a matter of interpretation,
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with some scholars suggesting they were only
"good" in comparison to the preceding emperor
(Domitian) and the emperor who followed Marcus
Aurelius (Commodus). Both of them were horrible
rulers in every aspect, making their near
contemporaries look all the better. Regardless, it is
clear that the era of the Five Good Emperors was
one of unparalleled success and wealth, and the
reasons Rome reached its zenith at this time are
worthy of scrutiny. Perhaps most noteworthy is that
none of these five emperors were blood relatives while the final two are often referred to as the
Antonines, they were not, in fact, related except by
adoption, a practice that may in itself provide at least
part of the answer to the question as to why this
particular period was so magnificent. These 84 years
also witnessed an impressive growth in the size of
the Roman Empire. New acquisitions ranged from
northern Britain to Arabia, Mesopotamia, and Dacia.
Furthermore, existing possessions were
consolidated, and the empire's defenses improved
when compared to what had come before. A range
of countries that had been client states became fully
integrated provinces, and even Italy saw
administrative reforms which created further wealth.
Throughout the empire, the policy of Romanization
proved successful, at least in terms of introducing a
common language, enabling standards of living to
rise, and creating a political system minimizing
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internal strife. With all of that said, according to some
academics, the success these rulers had in
centralizing the empire's administration, while
undoubtedly bringing huge benefits, also sowed the
seeds for later problems. After all, as so many
Roman emperors proved, from Caligula and Nero to
Commodus, the empire's approach to governance
was predicated on the ruler's ability. When
incompetent or insane emperors came to power, the
whole edifice came tumbling down.
“THAT’S NO MOON.” –Obi-Wan Kenobi The Death
Star’s name says it all, with bone-chilling accuracy.
It is a virtual world unto itself–equipped with uncanny
power for a singularly brutal purpose: to obliterate
entire planets in the blink of an eye. Its annihilation
of the planet Alderaan, at the merciless command of
Grand Moff Tarkin, lives in infamy. And its own
ultimate destruction, at the hands of Luke Skywalker,
is the stuff of legend. But what is the whole story,
and who are the players, behind the creation of this
world-killing satellite of doom? The near
extermination of the Jedi order cleared the way for
Palpatine–power-hungry Senator and Sith Lord–to
seize control of the Republic, declare himself
Emperor, and usher in a fearsome, totalitarian
regime. But even with the dreaded Darth Vader
enforcing Palpatine’s sinister will, the threat of
rebellion still looms. And the Emperor knows that
only abject fear–and the ability to punish dissent with
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devastating consequences–can ensure his
unchallenged control of the galaxy. Enter ambitious
and ruthless government official Wilhuff Tarkin,
architect of the Emperor’s terrifying dream come
true. From inception to completion, construction of
the unprecedented Death Star is awash in the
intrigues, hidden agendas, unexpected revelations,
and daring gambits of those involved on every level.
The brightest minds and boldest egos, the most
ambitious and corrupt, the desperate and the
devious, all have a stake in the Death Star–and its
potential to control the fate of the galaxy. Soldiers
and slaves, loyalists and Rebels, spies and
avengers, the innocent and the evil–all their paths
and fates will cross and intertwine as the Death Star
moves from its maiden voyage to its final showdown.
And a shadowy chapter of Star Wars history is
stunningly illuminated in a thrilling, unforgettable
adventure. Features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts
from some of the most popular Star Wars books of
the last thirty years!
What determines whether complex life will arise on a
planet, or even any life at all? Questions such as
these are investigated in this groundbreaking book.
In doing so, the authors synthesize information from
astronomy, biology, and paleontology, and apply it to
what we know about the rise of life on Earth and to
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what could possibly happen elsewhere in the
universe. Everyone who has been thrilled by the
recent discoveries of extrasolar planets and the
indications of life on Mars and the Jovian moon
Europa will be fascinated by Rare Earth, and its
implications for those who look to the heavens for
companionship.
Hopelessly in a funk with no apparent way out,
mortgage industry veteran, Mark Stiles, grasped
desperately to the only thing that could help:
CHANGE. For the past few years, Mark has been
stuck in a life of mediocrity - unfulfilled and simply
getting by..... Slowly, but surely, both his personal
and professional lives have derailed and are on a
one-way track to disaster. Now, after a chance
encounter with an old friend and colleague in the
business, Mark is presented with a challenging
opportunity that can radically change his life. A
change that could not only allow him to achieve his
dreams and provide an abundant life for his family,
but a change that could inject long-forgotten
purpose, meaning and fulfillment back into his career
and very soul. Whether you're a mortgage veteran or
a newbie to the residential mortgage scene, this
book is possibly the answer to your problems! It not
only provides solutions to the issues you've faced
with loan files, but it outlines a proven, strategic
framework for re-structuring your life to reach all the
goals you've set for yourself and achieve unlimited
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success. The only question is: are you prepared to
hit the Reset button and change?
This collection of essays looks at the spinoffs of Star
Trek and examines themes found in and among
those various manifestations.
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide
range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney
movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of
popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has
heightened the need for academics to question
whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool
of the Western elite that shapes the views of those
less empowered. Given its global reach, how the
Walt Disney Company handles the role of race,
gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality
merits serious reflection according to a number of
the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other
authors argue that Disney productions can help
individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The different approaches to the
assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also
vary according to the theoretical perspectives
guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent
symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the
15 articles encourage readers to engage with the
material, showcasing a variety of views about the
good, the bad, and the best way forward.
From USA Today Bestselling author of The Slaver Wars
comes a new military science fiction series.The Trellixian
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Empire was constantly expanding, seeking new worlds for
their ever-increasing population. If worlds were discovered
with existing sentient populations, they were cleansed to
make room for colonization. Hundreds of budding civilizations
had been eliminated by Trellixian battle fleets.On Earth years
in the past, a scout ship fleeing from the Trellixians crashed.
Scientists investigating the wreckage discovered what the
Trellixians had done to the world the scout ship escaped
from. They also discovered it was only a matter of time before
the Trellixians reached Earth.A daring plan was implemented
involving the major world powers. They would prepare in
secret for the coming of the alien invaders. The only question
was, how could one world resist a galactic empire?
Humanity is fractured and on the brink of war...The United
Terran Federation and the Eastern Star Alliance have been
fighting in minor skirmishes along the border region for the
last few years, but now it threatens to break out into a full-on
war with the victor assuming control of all human space.The
Alliance has fired the opening shots with a horrific strike on a
civilian target, killing millions and shocking the Federation's
parliament into action. Now mighty fleets of starships are
moving against each other, ready for the final battle that will
settle the conflict once and for all. The venerable Admiral
Jackson Wolfe prepares himself for one last fight as his
nemesis, Admiral Vadim Kohl, looks to make a name for
himself by defeating the infamous Federation officer in battle.
Jackson knows events are now in motion that can't be
stopped and only one thing is certain: win or lose, nothing will
ever be the same again.
Uses a Christian perspective to interpret the popular trilogy,
offering a look Pullman's life, an overview of the major
dimensions of each book, and a critical evaluation of such
major themes as sin and the death of God.
War is a crucible. Valhalla awaits the worthy. On the
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battlefield of the future, armored mechs can turn the tide of
any battle. With a nation under threat, a single small force of
Armor joins the fight to hold the line against a merciless horde
bent on total domination. Chief Amos Roy-a young soldier
haunted by the loss of his brother to the enemy-is thrust into
the fight before he's ready. War is a harsh teacher, and his
fellow Armor are just as wary of him as they are the foe.
When the enemy unleashes a mobile battle station with the
power to annihilate cities, Roy must prove himself to veteran
Armor that he's worthy to fight beside them. Can battle forge
a team that will stop the enemy's super weapon? For here the
Armor will find the Iron in their hearts and the spirit to win any
war. Even if nothing but embers of defiance remains. Til
Valhalla is a military science fiction novel written by the
Dragon Award winning and Nebula Nominated Richard Fox.
Read it now!
"Every Pixar movie is connected. I explain how and possibly
why." These are the words that began the detailed essay now
known as "The Pixar Theory," which came out way back in
2013. It collected over 10 million views on Jon's blog alone,
and was syndicated on Buzzfeed, Mashable, Huffpost,
Entertainment Weekly, and more - generating over 100
million impressions and now translated into a dozen
languages. Now, these thoughts and ideas first written by Jon
Negroni have been fully realized inside this book, aptly
named The Pixar Theory. In this book, you'll find an analysis
of every single Pixar movie to date and how it tells a hidden
story lurking behind these classic movies. You'll learn about
how the toys of Toy Story secretly owe their existence to the
events of The Incredibles. You'll learn about what truly
happened to the civilization of cars from Cars before the
events of WALL-E. And of course, you'll find out the possible
truth for why "Boo" of Monsters Inc. is the most important
Pixar character yet. Welcome to the Pixar Theory. Don't
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forget to fasten your imagination.
The New York Times bestselling author revisits his signature
world of Midkemia in this first book in a new trilogy that
ushers in the third, and most dramatic, Riftwar yet: the
Darkwar Flight of Nighthawks picks up two years after Exile’s
Return as Pug, the powerful sorcerer, awakens from a
nightmare that portends destruction for all of Midkemia.
Disturbed by his dream, Pug calls for a convening of the
Conclave of Shadows. Meanwhile, in a small town on the
other side of Midkemia, two young brothers are coming of
age. As they travel away from home, towards apprenticeships
and adulthood, the boys are attacked by bandits and
mistakenly transported to Sorcerer’s Isle, the home of the
Conclave of Shadows. Though they are untrained and
unready, the brothers will join the powerful, mysterious
Conclave to confront Midkemia’s most looming evil yet—the
Nighthawks, assassins feared throughout the centuries. And
Pug will face his old nemesis, the evil wizard formerly known
as Sidi, now Leso Varen, in a confrontation with everything at
stake: his honor, his life, and the future of Midkemia.
The brilliant 1969 Hugo Award-winning novel from John
Brunner, Stand on Zanzibar, now included with a foreword by
Bruce Sterling Norman Niblock House is a rising executive at
General Technics, one of a few all-powerful corporations. His
work is leading General Technics to the forefront of global
domination, both in the marketplace and politically---it's about
to take over a country in Africa. Donald Hogan is his
roommate, a seemingly sheepish bookworm. But Hogan is a
spy, and he's about to discover a breakthrough in genetic
engineering that will change the world...and kill him. These
two men's lives weave through one of science fiction's most
praised novels. Written in a way that echoes John Dos
Passos' U.S.A. Trilogy, Stand on Zanzibar is a cross-section
of a world overpopulated by the billions. Where society is
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squeezed into hive-living madness by god-like mega
computers, mass-marketed psychedelic drugs, and mundane
uses of genetic engineering. Though written in 1968, it
speaks of now, and is frighteningly prescient and intensely
powerful. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
These essays explicitly confront a particular crisis in postwar
art, seeking to examine the assumptions on which the
modern commercial and museum gallery was based.
Does it take faith to be a Jedi? Are droids capable of thought?
Should Jar Jar Binks be held responsible for the rise of the
Empire? Presenting entirely new essays, no aspect of the
myth and magic of George Lucas’s creation is left
philosophically unexamined in The Ultimate Star Wars and
Philosophy. The editors of the original Star Wars and
Philosophy strike back in this Ultimate volume that
encompasses the complete Star Wars universe Presents the
most far-reaching examination of the philosophy behind Star
Wars – includes coverage of the entire film catalogue to date
as well as the Expanded Universe of novels, comics,
television series, games and toys Provides serious
explorations into the deeper meaning of George Lucas’s
philosophically rich creation Topics explored include the
moral code of bounty-hunter favourite Boba Fett, Stoicism
and the Jedi Order, the nature of the Dark Side, Anakin and
Achilles in a nihilism face-off, feminism and being chained to
a giant slug, cloning, de-extinction, fatherhood, Wookiees,
loyalty, betrayal, guardians, republics, tyrants, terrorism, civic
duty, friendship, family, and more! Publishing in time for the
global release of Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens
on December 18, 2015 – hotly anticipated to become the first
film to top $3 billion in worldwide box office sales
Success in data science depends on the flexible and
appropriate use of tools. That includes Python and R, two of
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the foundational programming languages in the field. This
book guides data scientists from the Python and R
communities along the path to becoming bilingual. By
recognizing the strengths of both languages, you'll discover
new ways to accomplish data science tasks and expand your
skill set. Authors Rick Scavetta and Boyan Angelov explain
the parallel structures of these languages and highlight where
each one excels, whether it's their linguistic features or the
powers of their open source ecosystems. You'll learn how to
use Python and R together in real-world settings and broaden
your job opportunities as a bilingual data scientist. Learn
Python and R from the perspective of your current language
Understand the strengths and weaknesses of each language
Identify use cases where one language is better suited than
the other Understand the modern open source ecosystem
available for both, including packages, frameworks, and
workflows Learn how to integrate R and Python in a single
workflow Follow a case study that demonstrates ways to use
these languages together
From USA Today Best Selling Author Raymond L. Weil
comes the second book in the Star Cross series. Over
fourteen months have passed since Fleet Admiral Kurt
Vickers drove the Profiteers from Earth. Eighty million people
died while the planet was being ransacked and its wealth
stolen. Now a new and deadlier threat comes from
intergalactic space. An enemy so alien and so ruthless the
entire galaxy is at risk. The Destroyers of Worlds look upon all
intelligent life as a source of food. Their ships are nearly
indestructible, and they have come to the galaxy to begin
their harvest. Even the Protector Worlds are powerless to
stop the growing list of planets that are falling victim to the
hungry Vorn. At Newton, Admiral Kurt Vickers learns of this
new enemy as well as a growing threat from the Profiteers.
High Profiteer Creed is gathering a powerful fleet in the
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Gothan Empire. He plans to take everything of value from
Earth and then turn the planet into a nuclear wasteland.
Admiral Vickers is once more forced to return to Kubitz. A
black market world considered to be the worst hellhole in the
galaxy. Only on Kubitz can Admiral Vickers find what he
needs to save Earth.
A dire warning. An impending alien invasion. Only one
chance for survival. In the near future, an alien probe arrives
on Earth with a pivotal mission-determine if humanity has
what it takes to survive the impending invasion by a merciless
armada. The probe discovers Marc Ibarra, a young inventor,
who holds the key to a daring gambit that could save a
fraction of Earth's population. Humanity's only chance lies
with Ibarra's ability to keep a terrible secret and engineer the
planet down the narrow path to survival. Earth will need a
fleet. One with a hidden purpose. One strong enough to fight
a battle against annihilation. The Ember War is the first
installment in an epic military sci-fi series. If you like A Hymn
Before Battle by John Ringo and The Last Starship by
Vaughn Heppner, then you'll love this explosive adventure
with constant thrills and high stakes from cover to cover.
This New York Times bestseller "elegantly weaves evidence
and insights . . . into a single, accessible historical narrative"
(Bill Gates) and presents a captivating history of the universe
-- from the Big Bang to dinosaurs to mass globalization and
beyond. Most historians study the smallest slivers of time,
emphasizing specific dates, individuals, and documents. But
what would it look like to study the whole of history, from the
big bang through the present day -- and even into the remote
future? How would looking at the full span of time change the
way we perceive the universe, the earth, and our very
existence? These were the questions David Christian set out
to answer when he created the field of "Big History," the most
exciting new approach to understanding where we have
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been, where we are, and where we are going. In Origin Story,
Christian takes readers on a wild ride through the entire 13.8
billion years we've come to know as "history." By focusing on
defining events (thresholds), major trends, and profound
questions about our origins, Christian exposes the hidden
threads that tie everything together -- from the creation of the
planet to the advent of agriculture, nuclear war, and beyond.
With stunning insights into the origin of the universe, the
beginning of life, the emergence of humans, and what the
future might bring, Origin Story boldly reframes our place in
the cosmos.
The trailers for Star Wars: The Force Awakens made a strong
impression on fans. Many were excited by what they saw as a
return to the spirit of George Lucas’s 1977 creation.
Others—including several white supremacy groups—were
upset and offended by key differences, most notably the shift
away from a blond, blue-eyed, male protagonist. When the
film was finally released, reactions similarly seemed to hinge
on whether or not The Force Awakens renewed the “mythic”
aspects of the original trilogy in ways that fans approved of.
The Myth Awakens examines the religious implications of this
phenomenon, considering the ways in which myth can
function to reinforce “traditional” social and political values. In
their analyses the authors of this book reflect on fan
responses in relation to various elements of (and changes to)
the Star Wars canon—including toys, video games, and
novels, as well as several of the films. They do so using a
variety of critical tools, drawing from studies of gender, race,
psychology, politics, authority, music, ritual, and memory.
The year is 2081, the world is at war again, and Europe lies in
ruins. Genetically engineered super soldiers roam the ruined
cities searching for relics of mythical power, constructs of
technology indistinguishable from magic, and hunting beings
whose genetic origin is not of this Earth...Realm Wars is a
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Military Science Fantasy adventure, set in a fictional universe
that is a semi-realistic version of our world and future where
stem cell regeneration, telekinetic abilities, cybernetic and
genetically enhanced humans are real, the first chapter is
available for free with concept art inside if you click on the
book cover so there's no harm in checking it out!
Next Size Up' explores the world of fashion, sport, design, art
and music through the powerful prism of contemporary
sneaker culture as it enters another phase in its evolution.
The world of sneakers has taken centre stage of not only
youth culture, but also the mainstream creative industries
including luxury fashion and music. The authors talk to the
protagonists who made this happen and also explore what
happens next. Providing a platform to celebrate and discuss
some of the most compelling issues surrounding the creative
industries today, it will appeal to those interested in design,
illustration and contemporary art as well as the everexpanding world of sneaker enthusiasts. The book embodies
the story, collaborating with designers, photographers, artists
and writers including Paul Smith, Sarah Andelman, Antony
Burrill, Alexander McQueen, Nike, Vans, Prada, At Last
Clothing and many more.00'Size Isn't Everything', first
published 20 years ago, is reprinted to complete this set. The
very first book of it's kind, it set the template for all others to
follow. Back then it was completely uncharted territory, an
underground movement of which the mainstream, including
the sneaker brands themselves, knew nothing about. The
book not only examined its heroes, codes, boundaries and
contradictions, but also embodied the culture's ethos of
putting creativity, design and collaboration at its very heart. It
features such names as The Chapman Brothers, Anthony
Burrill, Tomato, Snoop Dogg, Glen E Friedman, Tony Hawk
or Spike Jonze.
From USA Today Best Selling Author Raymond L. Weil
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comes the second book in the Originator Wars series.The
Eternals have decided to conquer Originator space. All that
stands between them are the Originator AIs and the Humans,
or at least that is what the Eternals believe. In preparation for
the invasion, they begin gathering their massive warfleet.Fleet
Admiral Jeremy Strong sets out to rescue Grayseth deep in
Eternal territory. The rescue mission will make him realize just
how dangerous the Eternals are.Rear Admiral Kathryn
Barnes is searching for the lost Originators who vanished
over two million years in the past. If they hope to be able to
defeat the Eternals, they need the scientific knowledge this
group possesses. At the Communications and Transport Hub
treachery is brewing. Treachery that could bring all of Fleet
Admiral Strong's plans crashing down around him.
From USA Today Best Selling Author Raymond L. Weil
comes the third and final book in the Originator Wars
series.The Eternals continue with their plans to conquer
Originator space. Huge warfleets are sent to isolate the
Dyson Spheres and force the Originators to surrender.
Massive space battles erupt across Eternal and Originator
space as Fleet Admiral Jeremy Strong commits his forces to
push the Eternals back.Across the Dyson Spheres, the
search continues for sleeping Originators who can be awoken
from stasis to aid in the expanding war. The Eternals are
convinced they are the most intelligent and powerful race in
the universe and should rule. All that stands in their way are
the few surviving Originators and Fleet Admiral Jeremy
Strong.The battles grow bigger and become more desperate
as the Eternals commit more and more ships to the conflict.
Finally, in a hidden Originator stasis facility, a secret is found
that just might be able to stop the Eternals. Can Fleet Admiral
Jeremy Strong bring the war to an end or is it destined to last
for eternity?
From USA Today Best Selling Author Raymond L. Weil
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comes the first book in the Originator Wars series.The Lost
Fleets have settled on an Originator Dyson Sphere in
preparation for their greatest test yet. A great enemy is
spreading across the universe conquering galaxy after
galaxy.The few surviving Originators have asked Fleet
Admiral Jeremy Strong to fight a war against their most hated
enemy, the Anti-Life. If he fails to stop their advance, then the
entire universe could be in danger.Rear Admiral Kathryn
Barnes sets out on a desperate quest. She must find the
missing Originators who fled into deep space millions of years
in the past to escape a deadly disease. If they are to have
any hope of winning this intergalactic war, the missing
Originators must be found.
Now celebrating the 42nd anniversary of The Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy, soon to be a Hulu original series! “Wild
satire . . . The feckless protagonist, Arthur Dent, is
reminiscent of Vonnegut heroes.”—Chicago Tribune The
unhappy inhabitants of planet Krikkit are sick of looking at the
night sky above their heads—so they plan to destroy it. The
universe, that is. Now only five individuals stand between the
killer robots of Krikkit and their goal of total annihilation. They
are Arthur Dent, a mild-mannered space and time traveler
who tries to learn how to fly by throwing himself at the ground
and missing; Ford Prefect, his best friend, who decides to go
insane to see if he likes it; Slartibartfast, the indomitable vice
president of the Campaign for Real Time, who travels in a
ship powered by irrational behavior; Zaphod Beeblebrox, the
two-headed, three-armed ex-president of the galaxy; and
Trillian, the sexy space cadet who is torn between a
persistent Thunder God and a very depressed Beeblebrox.
How will it all end? Will it end? Only this stalwart crew knows
as they try to avert “universal” Armageddon and save life as
we know it—and don’t know it! “Adams is one of those rare
treasures: an author who, one senses, has as much fun
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writing as one has reading.”—Arizona Daily Star
Star Wars Infinities: A New Hope 1-4, Star Wars Infinities:
The Empire Strikes Back 1-4, Star Wars Infinities: Return of
the Jedi 1-4, The Star Wars 0-8
The remarkable, and permanently influential, papal history
known as the Liber pontificalis shaped perceptions and the
memory of Rome, the popes, and the many-layered past of
both city and papacy within western Europe. Rosamond
McKitterick offers a new analysis of this extraordinary
combination of historical reconstruction, deliberate selection
and political use of fiction, to illuminate the history of the early
popes and their relationship with Rome. She examines the
content, context, and transmission of the text, and the
complex relationships between the reality, representation,
and reception of authority that it reflects. The Liber pontificalis
presented Rome as a holy city of Christian saints and
martyrs, as the bishops of Rome established their visible
power in buildings, and it articulated the popes' spiritual and
ministerial role, accommodated within their Roman imperial
inheritance. Drawing on wide-ranging and interdisciplinary
international research, Rome and the Invention of the Papacy
offers pioneering insights into the evolution of this
extraordinary source, and its significance for the history of
early medieval Europe.
A fictional universe, or fictional world, is a self-consistent
setting with events, and often other elements, that differ from
the real world. It may also be called an imagined, constructed,
or fictional realm (or world). Even after the sheer destruction
of the first Fury war, thousands of Furies remained scattered
throughout the cosmos. Super soldiers were created to wipe
them out...and once their job was finished, they were hunted
down and imprisoned, so that the universe would never fall
victim to the soldiers' power.
“In his searing new book . . . Engelhardt has composed a
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requiem for a nation turned upside down by the relentless
pursuit of global power” (Karen J. Greenberg, author of
Rogue Justice: The Making of the Security State). As veteran
author Tom Engelhardt argues, despite having a more
massive, technologically advanced, and better-funded military
than any other power on the planet, in the last decade and a
half of constant war across the greater Middle East and parts
of Africa, the United States has won nothing. Its unending
wars, in fact, have only contributed to a world growing more
chaotic by the second. “The violence, destruction, and
suffering resulting from the imperial arrogance of Bush,
Cheney, and cohorts have proceeded on their shocking
course while most Americans, Tom Engelhardt writes, were
‘only half paying attention.’ Regular readers of his incisive,
lucid, and brutally informative columns could not fail to pay
attention and to be appalled at what was revealed. Their
impact is all the more forceful in this collection, which casts a
brilliant and horrifying light on a sordid chapter of history, far
from closed.” —Noam Chomsky, leading public intellectual
and author of Hopes and Prospects “No one has had a
keener eye for American militarism, hypocrisy, and flat-out
folly than Tom Engelhardt.” —John W. Dower, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of Ways of Forgetting, Ways of
Remembering “The mainstream media call it the ‘Age of
Trump.’ Tom Engelhardt knows better: It’s the ‘Era of
America Unhinged.’ This new collection of essays gives us
Engelhardt at his very best: incisive, impassioned, and funny
even, in a time of great darkness.” —Andrew J. Bacevich,
New York Times–bestselling author “Tom Engelhardt is a
tireless analyst of the miseries of American Empire . . . [an]
indispensable book.” —Juan Cole, professor of history at the
University of Michigan
War. An alien war. The catlike alien asked the humans to fight
in an alien war. Can you believe that? An alien ship crashed
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on Earth 5,000 years ago, throwing our solar system into a
temporal bubble. No time has passed outside our solar
system. It is now 2030, ten years after a government
shutdown that never ended. A jackal-like alien almost killed
Terry Chang. Now he and his friends must venture out into
the unknown, where multiple alien races are on the verge of
war. Turns out mythology is not so mythical after all. If you
liked Ender's Game, Stargate, the Expeditionary Force
Series, and the Earthrise series, you'll like this.
Historians of modern British culture have long assumed that
under pressure from secular forces, interest in spiritualism
had faded by the end of the Great War. Jenny Hazelgrove
challenges this assumption and shows how spiritualism grew
between the wars and became part of the fabric of popular
culture. This book provides a fascinating and lively insight into
an alternative culture that flourished--and continues to
flourish--alongside more conventional outlets for spiritual
beliefs and needs.
Fleet Admiral Streth has left Rear Admiral Jeremy Strong the
difficult task of holding the system of Careth until he can
return with a relief fleet. Jeremy is facing impossible odds as
the Hocklyns and AIs gather a massive force to crush his fleet
and the defenses he has put in place around the bear's home
planet. Cut off from the Federation, Jeremy and his people
have no idea whether the Federation still exists or if the
Hocklyns and the AIs have destroyed it. In the Federation,
Admiral Streth is being forced to play a game of politics to get
a relief fleet approved. His biggest fear is that he won't arrive
back at Careth in time to save Admiral Strong. He knows that
time is running out and he might be forced to take some
desperate measures.
SHE THOUGHT HE WAS THE PROMISED MESSIAH.
INSTEAD HE WAS THE FIRST MURDERER, CAIN. IT HAS
BEEN A LONG MISERABLE JOURNEY, BUT AFTER 6000
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YEARS WE ARE COMING TO THE END OF THE
JOURNEY, AND THIS IS EXACLY WHAT I HAVE BEEN
TRYING TO SHOW YOU THROUGH ALL OF THE
PROPHECIES OF DANIEL FIRST THEN REVELATION. I
DO NOT AT ANYTIME CLAIM TO KNOW EVERYTHING IN
THESE WRITTINGS, BUT TO GIVE YOU ALL A GOOD
LOOK AT WHAT IS APPROACHING THIS WORLD. WHY,
SO YOU WILL BE ABLE TO MAKE SENSE OF
EVERYTHING THAT WILL IMPACT ALL OF OUR LIVES.
WE DO NOT WANT TO BE RUNNING AROUND LIKE WILD
CRAZED PEOPLE, BUT WE WILL KNOW THAT WE HAVE
ARRIVED TO THAT TIME IN PROPHECY THAT ALL OF
THE PROPHETS WANTED TO SEE ! NOW IS THE TIME
TO START TO PICK UP THE BOOK AND PRAY THAT THE
GREATEST TEACHER THAT EVER LIVED WILL GUIDE
YOU AND ALL OF YOUR LOVED ONES TO THE GATES
OF THE KINGDOM OF THE MOST HIGH, MAY HE BE
WITH YOU ALL!
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